Weather any storm by safeguarding your mission-critical data in the cloud.

The cloud offers a variety of back-up and disaster recovery solutions to meet the needs of today’s agile businesses. These solutions can be easily implemented and support a variety of applications and data needs from archiving seldom accessed data, to Microsoft-based solutions and even data from custom applications.

To help you leverage cloud-based backup and disaster recovery technologies, our team of cloud engineers will help you assess your current backup and disaster recovery requirements, design a cloud-based solution that fits your needs, and help you implement and event manage the solution.

Zones Services

Our Advanced Solutions Group offers two assessments to help you understand the value cloud backup and disaster recovery can bring to your organization.

> **Backup and Recovery Assessment:** A multi-day engagement to review the current on-premises backup solution and design and implement a new cloud-based solution.

> **Cloud Disaster Recovery Assessment:** A multi-week engagement to review business process requirements, existing disaster recovery solutions, and compliance requirements. The assessment also includes designing and implementing a new solution.

**Business Value**

- Adopt a highly secure and compliant environment by leveraging Microsoft Azure and Amazon Web Services
- Achieve immediate data backups which can be replicated across different global locations
- Ensure non-stop, accurate data access by restoring data from the moments before the disaster and recovering data quickly
- Eliminate the limitations, costs, and time it takes to maintain tape- and disk-based systems

Make Zones your technology partner. Visit zones.com or call 1.800.408.ZONES today.